


JournallingJournalling

>When I allow myself to move without structure - what emotions>When I allow myself to move without structure - what emotions
arise and what does my mental space do ? What thoughts, andarise and what does my mental space do ? What thoughts, and
feelings can be witnessed as you explore movement ?feelings can be witnessed as you explore movement ?
>Do I feel rigid, critical, fearful - or free, soft and sensual ? Does>Do I feel rigid, critical, fearful - or free, soft and sensual ? Does
this change on different days of the month?this change on different days of the month?
>Become aware of Pavarti Shakti, as a simmering presence>Become aware of Pavarti Shakti, as a simmering presence
around you. You can visualise her as your lion, or tiger. Imaginearound you. You can visualise her as your lion, or tiger. Imagine
her dark hair, red sari, strong legs and full breasts. Ask herher dark hair, red sari, strong legs and full breasts. Ask her
what is the major obstacle you face right now. What do I needwhat is the major obstacle you face right now. What do I need
to do in order to overcome this?to do in order to overcome this?
> Connect in with your Yoni Breathe, & Yoni Mudra what> Connect in with your Yoni Breathe, & Yoni Mudra what
sensations arrive for you?sensations arrive for you?
> How has the reframing of "Yoga" changed your perspective> How has the reframing of "Yoga" changed your perspective

TThankyou for trusting in yourself and all that is seen, felt, heard,hankyou for trusting in yourself and all that is seen, felt, heard,
and not.and not.

I see youI see you
I am grateful for youI am grateful for you

Until we connect again, and if you are interested in 1:1 PrivateUntil we connect again, and if you are interested in 1:1 Private
Yoga tuition, connect in for further exploration.Yoga tuition, connect in for further exploration.

Blessings dear sisterBlessings dear sister
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